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ABSTRACT 

Clustering new students into their classes at random probably make an educational problem, because 
the smartest student maybe clustered in a same class with the most stupid one. To avoid this problem, we can use 
sorting-score method which cluster new students based on their achievements. First, we sort the average of their 
scores, and then make the clusters(classes) base on its. This method is not so worse than the first one, but only 
the smartest class and the most stupid class that have a low gap. There are high gaps in the middle classes. This 
research tries to explore Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve this problem. Experimental studies show that 
performance of GA is better than sorting-score method. The gap of intelligence in classes clustered by GA are 
relatively same each other. GA can reduce maximum gap in class that clustered by sorting-score method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Clustering new students is a new problem in 
education area, because universities register new 
students in a large number is just recently happened. 
It did not happened in many years ago. If clustering 
new students problem is neglected and it is not 
handled seriously, other educational problem can be 
happened. The other educational problem is resulted 
by classes that contain smart students and stupid 
students. 

But this fact is often happened, because 
universities usually cluster new students into their 
classes by random, base on the sequence of 
registration time. A cluster of students who register 
early will be clustered into the first class, and then 
the next cluster of students who register at the next 
time will be clustered into the second class, and so 
on. Because of this method, the smartest student can 
be clustered in a same class with the most stupid 
student. This class has a high dissimilarity (gap). Of 
course, it can make an educational problem. Ideally, 
to avoid educational problem, the classes should 
contain similar students or students with low gap of 
intelligence. 

A better method is sorting-score method that 
cluster the new students base on their achievements. 
Average of the students scores are sorted and then 
the students are clustered based on its. This method 
is not so worse than the first one, but only the 
smartest class and the most stupid class that have a 
good similarity. In additional, there are high gaps in 
the middle clusters. 

  
2. RELATED WORK 

There are too many researchers in general 
clustering area, but it is very difficult to find a 

researcher in clustering new students, because 
universities register new students in a large number 
is just recently happened. There are also too many 
researches in application of GA. Meanwhile in 
statistics area, there is a popular approach to solve 
clustering problem, that is agglomerative method 
[3]. But this method has few weaknesses, especially 
in clustering problem with very large objects [2]. 

GA is a computational abstraction of 
biological evolution that can be used to solve some 
optimization problems [4]. GA is not function 
optimizers, but can be adapted to work as such [6]. 
GA must be adapted to suit the problem, in 
particular the representation and operators need to be 
designed carefully [8]. 

Cole used GA to cluster any objects so that 
each cluster has high dissimilarities with other 
clusters and each cluster contains similar objects [2]. 
His idea about chromosomes representation and GA 
operators is very good to be used. But we cannot use 
all of his works to cluster new students into classes, 
because the dissimilarities between clusters (classes) 
are not important in clustering new students. In other 
word, we must define a special fitness function for 
clustering new students. Beside of that, chromosome 
representation in his works does not enough to 
represent classroom with their quota. 

 
3. CLUSTERING NEW STUDENTS 

ANALYSIS 
Recently universities have become 

accustomed to register new students in a large 
number, so that they have to cluster their students 
into some paralel classes in order to guarantee the 
education quality. If there are some paralel classes, 
of course, it needs some lecturers (teachers). It also 
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needed some classrooms. Practically only few 
universities which be able to provide facilities like 
classroom, lecturers in same capacities and same 
qualities. This condition can make an educational 
problem, how to make the standard services to the 
students in each class. 

If universities still cluster their new student 
into the classes randomly, the educational problem 
will be happened. Surely, if the smartest student is 
clustered in a same class with the most stupid one, 
the lecturers will have such difficulties to decide the 
intelligence standard of the students. With random 
method, new students commonly cluster based on 
the sequence of registration time. As mention before, 
Students who register early will be clustered into the 
first class, and then if the class has full or quota of 
the classroom be reached, student will be clustered 
into the next class, and so on until all students have 
registered and got their class. 

To avoid some problems that can be 
happened as a result of the random method, 
universities cluster their new student based on the 
ranking of academic score, such as subject scores, 
IQ, and so on. The academic score is sorted, and 
then a first cluster of students at top level will be 
clustered as the first class. The next cluster of 
students at next level will be clustered as the next 
class, and so on. With this method, the universities 
hope that there is a similar cluster of students in each 
class. 
 
3.1 Problems in Clustering New Students 

Clustering new student is not different from 
general clustering problem. It is a complex process, 
because one combination of objects that represented 
one cluster of the objects must be found from all 
possibilities of combination. Clustering new students 
into their classes is a part of clustering problem, 
even more complex than general clustering problem. 
The complexity is caused by quota of each 
classroom. It is a constrain of this problem. Because 
of the quota, number of students in a cluster or a 
classroom must equal or less than its quota. It is 
different from clustering other objects, like image, 
document, map, etc.  

It is like in general clustering object, the 
important issue is how to determine the similarity 
between two objects, so that clusters can be formed 
from objects with a high similarity to each other [1]. 
To avoid educational problem, the classes should 
contain similar students or consist of students with 
low gap of intelligence. 

It is difficult to find the solution of clustering 
new students problem in the very big solution space 
of clustering problem for large number of objects. 
The size of solution space or the number of ways of 
sorting n students into c classes is [7] 
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For example if there are only 25 students and 5 
classes, the number of ways of sorting is N (25, 5) = 
2,436,684,974,110,751. It is very large size, and if 
we try to find the solution by traditional methods, 
surely we only find a local optimum solution. 
 
3.2 GA Approach  

GA is a search algorithm based on the 
mechanism of natural selection and natural genetics. 
They combine survival of the fittest among string 
structures with a structured yet randomized 
information exchange to form a search algorithm 
with some of the innovative flair of human search. 
In every generation, a new set of artificial creatures 
(strings) is created using bits and pieces of the fittest 
of the old; an occasional new part is tried for good 
measure. While randomized, GAs are no simple 
random walk. They efficiently exploit historical 
information to speculate on new search points with 
expected improved performance [5].  

 
3.2.1 Chromosome Representation 

To cluster n new students into c classes with 
qi quota of each class where 1 ≤ i ≤ c, chromosome 
representation is designed as follows: 
1. A chromosome divides into c sub chromosome. 

The ith sub chromosome is represent ith class. It 
consist qi gen.  

2. Each gen is an integer g where 1 ≤ g ≤ n, jth gen 
represents jth student, so that gen is different each 
other in one chromosome. 

The chromosome representation is shown as Figure 
1. 
 

g1 g2 g3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . gn

( classroom)

(   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   new students   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   )

( classroom) ( classroom) ( classroom)

. qcq1 q2 q3 .

 
Figure 1. Chromosome Representation of clustering 
n new students into c classes with qi quota of each 

class where 1 ≤ i ≤ c. 
 
3.2.2 Objective Function and Fitness Function 

The objective function in clustering new 
students is minimization of the maximum 
intelligence gap in each classroom. In the clustering 
terminology, it is minimization of distance between 
the furthest objects in all clusters. Maximization of 
distance between the clusters does not considered in 
clustering new students.  

Assume that each student g has m attribute 
(X1...Xm) and clustering is based on those attributes. 
If distance between two objects is defined as 
Euclidean distance as follows:  
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then the objective function is 
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and the fitness function is  
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3.2.3 Operators  

If quota of the classroom or number of object 
in the cluster is not considered, the chromosome 
representation is almost similar with permutation 
representation by Cole [2], but our model does not 
need special character as separator. Our model is 
similar with Zukhri's model in application of GA to 
solve Assignment Problem (AP) [9]. Hence we can 
use operators in application of GA to solve AP. We 
use Rollet Wheel Selection, Order Crossover and 
Reciprocal Exchange Mutation. 
 
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, we are going to show the 
performance of GA to cluster new students into their 
classes based on random data as shown in Table 1. 
The 200 students in Table 1 will be cluster by GA 
into 5 classes. The implementation of  GA is using 
Delphi 5.0.  

 
Table 1. 2-dimensional data generated by Microsoft 
Excel 

i test1 test2
1 79 7
2 98 9

… … …
… … …
200 58 85

3
2

 
 

We compared the performance of GA with 
sorting-score method. The experiment show that 
performance of GA is better than sorting-score 
method. The performance comparison is shown in 
Table 2. The best performance of GA is reached 
with parameters as follows:  
- Population size = 300 
- Probability of cross over = 75% 
- Probability of mutation = 1% 
 
Table 2. Comparison between GA and sorting-score 
method 

maximum gap  
ith 

class 
 

GA 
Sorting-

score 
method 

1 46.044 31,890 
2 47.885 46,690 
3 52.202 60,142 
4 46.615 51,662 

5 48.918 36,878 
 
As show in Table 2, maximum gap of intelligence in 
3rd class by sorting-score method is 60,142. It is 
greather than the maximum gap by GA, 52,202. The 
classes that clustered by sorting-score method have 
greater potential to make educational problem.  
 
5. CONCLUSION 

The conclusions of this research are : 
1. GA can cluster new students into their classes. 

GA reduce maximum gap of intelligence in class 
that clustered by sorting-score method. 

2. The gap of intelligence in classes clustered by 
GA are relatively same each other.  

3. We recommend that the next researches should 
try to increase the performance of GA by other 
parameters, operators or chromosome 
representations. 
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